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INTRODUCTION
Utilization of cross breeding involving specialized lines makes possible the combination of
desirable traits in commercial animals. High prolificacy, maternal ability, longevity, among
other traits related to reproductive efficiency of female lines and the continuous search for
efficiency result on the necessity of good female lines, also, on performance traits. So,
knowledge of genetic association between these two kinds of traits is of primordial importance
in planning selection strategies to female lines.

Association between performance and reproductive traits has deserved attention of several
researchers as Bereskin (1984), Eliasson et al.(1991), Rydhmer et al. (1995), Short et al.
(1994), among others.

Bereskin (1984) pointed out the importance of knowing association between performance and
reproductive traits. Even though the utilization of specialized lines of male and females for
cross breedring realizations, the estimates of the correlation between the mentioned traits is
important.

Kerr and Cameron (1995) found out that, although selection on reproductive traits has been
subjected to less attention in commercial breeding programs, the correlated response in
reproductive performance should be considered in design of breeding programmes based on
selection for growth and carcass traits. The choice of selection strategy will determine the
magnitude of the correlated response in reproductive traits, and this has serious implications to
the pig breeding industry.

The objective of this research was to evaluate the association between performance and
reproductive traits by estimating genetic correlations between traits of these two groups, and
order correlation between additive genetic values obtained by analysis of single traits to
planning selection strategies to increase efficiency.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The data used in this study were collected in a line of large white breed in development,
maintained by the breeding program of Sadia S.A., located in Santa Catarina State, Brazil,
between 1993 and 1999.

The traits analyzed were age at 100 kg, backfat tickness adjusted to 100 kg, average daily gain
(performance traits), dam age at first farrowing, total number of piglets born, number of piglets
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born alive, and total birth weight of piglets born alive (reproductive traits). Tree data files were
used in the analysis: a) file 1 with 1165 records for performance traits of the sow and
reproductive information related to the first calving; b) file 2 with 10541 records for
performance traits; and file 3 containing  3937 records for reproductive traits, this archive
containing information of all parity of each female.

Variance and (co)variance components and genetics parameters were obtained by Restricted
Maximum Likelihood Methodology under animal model through the program MTDFREML
(“Multiple Trait Derivative-Free Restricted Maximum Likelihood”),described by Boldman et
al. (1995).

Models used in the analyses were based on recommendation of Torres Filho (2001): random
effects considered for performance traits and age at first calving were direct genetic effect of
the animal,  maternal genetic effect and common litter effects ; for litter traits, the model
included only the direct genetic effect of the animal.

Contemporaneous groups were formed by the combination of the week with year and
considered as fixed effects. In files 1 and 2, the year considered was year of the animal birth,
and in file 3, it was parturition year. 

Genetic correlations were estimated from analysis of data file 1, and order correlation between
performance and reproductive traits were estimated by ordering the animals based on their
direct additive genetic values for each trait. In the prediction of the genetics values, the
analyses were based on data files 2 and 3. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The estimated direct additive genetic correlations obtained for the considered traits are
presented in table 1. Correlation among age at first calving, age at 100 kg and average daily
gain were favorable. The correlation for first pair of traits was high, indicating that selection
for age at 100 kg may result in favorable correlated answer for age at first calving. Correlation
among total number of piglet born, born alive and backfat thickness were also favorable.
Correlation among litter weight at birth and the tree traits of performance evaluated were all
favorable for selection, although they were low. Correlation among age at first calving and
backfat thickness stayed near zero (0,01), tending to show genetic independence among these
two traits. Correlation among total number of piglet born, born alive and age at 100 kg and
average daily gain were unfavorable and had average magnitude.

Estimates of genetic correlations between performance and reproduction traits from different
studies have been variable in both sign and magnitude. Johansson and Kennedy (1983)
reported negative genetic correlations between gilt litter size at birth and age at fixed weight.
Short et al. (1994) reported that the average of the whithin-line estimates of genetic
correlations between growth rate and daily feed intake with number piglets born, for first parity
sows was less than 0.1 in magnitude. For backfat thickness, Johansson and Kennedy (1983)
reported positive correlations with litter size at birth and weaning. The estimates reported by
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Vangen (1980) were negative for backfat with litter size at birth, but were zero for litter size at
weaning.

Table 1. Estimate of genetic correlations, for performance and reproductive traits , in
bitraits analyses 1

Genetic Correlations
Traits IDAF ETF GPDF
IPP   0,65   0,01 -0,34

NLN   0,47 -0,35 -0,44
NLNV   0,39 -0,32 -0,37
PLV -0,19 -0,22   0,19

1 IDAF = age at 100 kg; ETF = backfat thickness adjusted to 100 kg; GPDF = average daily
gain; IPP = dam age at first farrowing; NLN = total number of piglets born; NLNV = number
of piglets born alive; and PLV = birth litter weight

Estimates of order correlation between direct additive genetic values for performance and
reproductive traits, are showed in table 2. The estimates obtained were in general low,
indicating no defined  association between predicted genetic values of two particular traits
consider. This show that the best individuals for a particular performance trait were not
necessarily the best ones for  the particular reproductive trait.

Table 2. Order correlation among estimates of directs additives genetic values of the
studied traits 1

Traits Order Correlation Traits Order correlation
IDAF  IPP   0,17276 ETF  NLNV -0,17393
IDAF  NLN   0,12691 ETF  PLV -0,07001
IDAF  NLNV   0,14614 GPDF  IPP -0,12171
IDAF  PLV   0,03078 GPDF  NLN -0,11918
ETF  IPP -0,12942 GPDF  NLNV -0,14938
ETF  NLN -0,14340 GPDF  PLV -0,06721

1 IDAF = age at 100 kg; ETF = backfat thickness adjusted to 100 kg; GPDF = average daily
gain; IPP = dam age at first farrowing; NLN = total number of piglets born; NLNV = number
of piglets born alive; and PLV = birth litter weight

CONCLUSION
Simultaneous favourable genetic gains for some performance and reproduction traits, is
possible since efficient strategies of selection are elaborated.
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